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CEN 03/2018: Recruitment of Junior Engineer/Telecommunication (Category No.64)   

NOTICE FOR DOCUMENT VERFICATION & MEDICAL EXAMINATION 
 

1. Based on the performance of candidates in the 2nd s t ag e  Computer Based Test (CBT) conducted from      
28-08-2019 to 01-09-2019 & on 19.09.2019 for the Junior Engineer(JE), notified  against  Centralized  
Employment  Notification  (CEN   03/2018),  candidates  bearing  the  following Roll Numbers listed (in 
ascending order and not  in  merit) herein under have been provisionally shortlisted for the Document 
Verification (DV) & Medical Examination to provide replacement panel. 

 
293829210251234 293829214331184 
Total two ST candidates  (Roll numbers are given in ascending order) 

 

2. Short listing for Document verification has been done as per CEN  duly considering community wise cut 
off marks for  various  categories  of  posts while  screening  the candidates  for  2nd    stage CBT,  
their  post preferences and Merit Index in 2nd  stage CBT. 

 

3.  This list of shortlisted candidates for DV also includes 50% additional candidates (subject to availability of 
eligible candidates) for the posts over and above the notified/revised vacancies published on the 
websites of RRBs. 

 

4.  Document Verification (DV) will  be held at RRB office address given at the top on 20.09.2021 at 0800 
hrs.    

 

5.  Candidates may note  that after  completion  of  DV,  they will  be sent for  Medical  Examination  to 
Railway Hospital, Pettah, Trivandrum on the same day, if possible or on the next day.   
Accordingly, Candidates have to come prepared for DV and Medical examination for two to four days.  
Candidates have to pay the prescribed medical fee of Rs  24/-  only. 

 

6.  The shortlisted candidates for DV should produce all the original documents along with two sets of 
Xerox copies in A4 size as detailed in the CEN and e-call letter. 

 

7.  Candidature of all the shortlisted candidates for Document verification is purely provisional and is liable 
to be cancelled, at any stage of recruitment or thereafter, in case of any inconsistency/deficiency in 
the data furnished by them in their online application or any malpractice on the part of candidates coming to the 
notice of RRB at any stage of the recruitment process. It may be noted that merely calling a candidate 
for Document Verification does not entitle him/her in any way to an appointment in the Railways. 

 

8. While every care has been taken in preparing the list of candidates shortlisted for Document 
Verification, RRB reserves  the right to rectify any inadvertent error or typographical/printing mistakes. 
RRB regrets  inability to entertain any correspondence from unsuccessful candidates. 

 

9.  Candidates  may note that all  the recruitment  related  activities  by Railways  is  purely on  merit  
basis  only and candidates  are not  required  to  make  any payment to  any authorities  other 
than  the  prescribed Medical Examination fee of Rs.24/- 

 

10. Important:  Beware of  the touts who  may misguide  the candidates  with  false  promises  of 
getting  them selected  for  the  job  on   illegal  consideration.  The recruitment process in the 
RRB   exams is ful ly  computerized and the selection is based purely on the merit of candidates. 

 

11. Candidates are advised to regularly visit RRB’s official website, https://www.rrbthiruvananthapuram.gov.in    
      for the updates. 
 

          Dated: 13.09.2021         Chairman 
 


